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Motivation

- Operating system design for cyber-physical systems
- Special hardware is expensive

Goals:

- Predictable execution platform
- Use cheap multi-core hardware
  - ARM
  - (X86)
- Hardware not predictable without special care
  - Sophisticated hardware knowledge necessary
Measures for predictability

- Memory access rescheduling
- Alignment to cache-lines / cache-ways
- Cache partitioning
  - Hardware-based with cache controller support
  - Software-based methods
- ...
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Dependency on hardware-specific parameters & knowledge
Use case: Memory profiling

Example: Typical ARM SoC with DRAM
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Needs different profiling code
Proposed Solution

- Use Domain-Specific Languages
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**Diagram:**
- HW-Description
  - Memory hierarchy
  - Compute units
  - ISA
- Generic code
- Code generation
Architecture Description

```java
architecture ExampleArch {
  wordLength: 4
  Memory RAM {}
  Memory L2Cache : RAM {}
  Memory Cache0 : L2Cache {}
  Memory Cache1 : L2Cache {}
  Processor CPU0 : Cache0 {}
  Processor CPU1 : Cache1 {}

  ISA {
    registers { R%[0..15] }
    instructions {
      add_const ADD: dest, arg, #arg const
      add_reg ADD: dest, arg, arg
    }
  }
}
```
Memory hierarchy description

Memory Cache1 : L2 {
    minAccessSize: 16 // Cache-line size (bytes)
    size: 64kB
}

Memory L2 : RAM {
    minAccessSize: 32 // Cache-line size (bytes)
    size: 1M
}

Memory RAM {
    startAddress: 0x40000000
    size: 2G
}
Abstract assembly code

```
ram_benchmark {
    move(dest reg:0, arg %[bmStart_<BM>])
    move(dest reg:1, arg %[bmEnd_<BM>])

    jmp_mark(arg "loop_begin:"
    measure_start()
    load(dest reg:3, src *reg:0)
    measure_end()

    add_const(dest reg:1, arg reg:1,
        arg <wordLength>)
    cmp(arg reg:0, arg reg:1)
    cond_jump_lt(arg "loop_begin")
}
```
Abstract assembly code

```
ram_benchmark {
    move(dest reg:0, arg %[bmStart_<BM>])
    move(dest reg:1, arg %[bmEnd_<BM>])

    jmp_mark(arg "loop_begin:")

    add_const(dest reg:1, arg reg:1,
              arg <wordLength>)
    cmp(arg reg:0, arg reg:1)
    cond_jump_lt(arg "loop_begin")
}
```

Can be used to benchmark all memory components of an architecture

Time measurement functions

Replaced with HW-specific values
Prototype implementation

- Implemented with Eclipse EMF & Xtext
- Fast prototyping and adaption to requirements of OS-design

Test case:
- Memory system profiling (RAM & Cache access times)
- Code generation for memory hierarchy profiling
- Samsung Exynos 4412 (Odroid U3 Development-Board)

https://eclipse.org/Xtext/
Code generation process

- Provide architecture description
  - Processor cores (4xARMv7 – Cortex A9)
  - Private caches per core
  - Shared L2-cache connected to private caches
  - 2GB of memory connected to L2-cache

- Abstract benchmark file
  - Iterates over memory range and loads words

→ Assembly code is generated and integrated with a bit of glue code

→ Runs on bare-metal OS without interference
Prototype results (DRAM-access times)

![Graph showing memory-access times over run number]
Prototype results (Cache-access times)
Future work

- Use generic profiling code to create comprehensive hardware models to use in OS-design
- Optimize code generation process
  - Automatic register allocation
  - Increase flexibility of abstract assembly
- Test with real world hw-specific code (Linux ?)
- Create open hardware model database
Goal

- Platform specification
- Abstract low-level OS-code
  - Code generation
  - Platform-specific OS-code
  - Generic OS-code
  - Operating system executable
  - Profiling code
    - Platform model
      - Generates Code/Model data
      - Uses Code/Model data
Conclusion

- Hardware-specific code generation based on:
  - Hardware-architecture description
  - Abstract code

- Multiple use-cases:
  - Hardware profiling
  - Hardware-specific operating system code
  - Application optimizations

- Hardware-models useful for predictable OS-design
Thank you for your attention
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